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Zain partnering with Cisco to deploy 
routed optical networking in Kuwait

Announcement made during Zain’s participation at MWC 2022 in Barcelona

Eaman Al-Roudhan  with Zain and Cisco executives at Barcelona

BARCELONA, MWC: Zain, the leading 
digital service provider in Kuwait, is 
working with Cisco to deploy Routed 
Optical Networking in Kuwait, delivering 
the most advanced and cost-effective 
solutions to its enterprise customers.  

The announcement was made during 
Zain’s participation at the GSMA 
Mobile World Congress 2022 in 
Barcelona, Spain. The agreement was 
attended by Zain Kuwait CEO Eaman 
Al-Roudhan, Zain Kuwait Chief 
Enterprise Business Officer Hamad Al-
Marzouq, Zain Group CTO Nawaf Al-
Gharabally, Cisco Vice President for 
Customer Experience, EMEAR Adele 
Trombetta, Cisco Vice President for 
Service Provider Customer Experience, 
EMEAR Mario Sebastian Miguel, as 
well as Cisco SP Managing Director, 
MEA Region Mohammad Tantawi.  

MWC is the GSMA’s flagship mobile 
industry and technology event, and this 
year focuses on a number of themes 
including 5G Connect, Advancing AI, 
CloudNet, FinTech, Internet of 
Everything, Tech Horizon, and more. 
Historically, building and operating a 
multi-layer architecture has always been 
a challenge. Thanks to game-changing 
innovations that span across silicon, 

routing systems and standardized 400G 
coherent pluggable optics, complex lay-
ers can finally converge into a simpler 
and more scalable architecture with 
evolving cost structures and efficiencies. 
Zain has spearheaded this transition, 
resulting in a network that is easier to 
maintain, faster to adapt and optimized 
to operate. 

Over the past decade, Zain has been 
building the strong information technol-
ogy infrastructure critical for Kuwait to 
achieve robust economic growth. This 
new solution will significantly expand the 

reach and services to the entire Kuwait 
industry verticals, to reassure mission 
critical of can’t-go-down environments 
with high availability and resilience 
needs. Zain Kuwait plans to use network 
slicing to create differentiated use cases 
for the enterprise market. Network slic-
ing has been touted as one of the key 
opportunities enabled by 5G. 

With Cisco’s Routed Optical 
Networking solution, Zain will be able to 
increase capacity and scalability while 
reducing footprint and power for a lower 
carbon impact, that’s inline to Zain’s 

commitment to be a positive influence on 
the social, economic and environmental 
sustainability of the community. 

Eaman Al-Roudhan, Chief Executive 
Officer, Zain Kuwait said: “In today’s 
ever-changing markets, every business is 
undergoing digital transformation one 
way or another, and this has naturally 
resulted in growing demand for the relia-
bility, speed, and efficiency of 5G con-
nectivity. Simplification and automation 
are at the heart of our vision and execu-
tion plans, and we look forward to more 
successes with Cisco, to deliver on our 

promise for a fully digitized Kuwait”.  
Adam MacHale Vice President, 

EMEAR Service Provider, Cisco, said: 
“Service providers are looking for a 
solution that offers investment protec-
tion, simplification and automation to 
support the massive growth of 5G serv-
ices and Broadband without requiring 
linear cost increases in Capital 
Expenditures (CAPEX) and Operating 
Expenditures (OPEX). Routed Optical 
Networking is a key enabler for Zain 
Kuwait to maintain their growth and 
protect their investment while increasing 
scalability with less footprint and power 
for a lower carbon impact”. 

Zain’s strategy is centered around 
digital transformation leadership and 
empowering the community to enjoy 
a smarter portable lifestyle, as well as 
using advanced technology to enable 
an easier and more flexible life. The 
company places itself as an active 
par tner  in  c reat ing  the  fu ture  o f 
smar t  l i fe  in  Kuwai t . Today ’s 
announcement contributes to proving 
the company’s full potential in trig-
gering the digital community and will 
enrich its collaborations in Telecom 
and IT areas with its strategic part-
ners on multiple levels. 

• Collaboration to help multi-service 5G transport networks 
• Zain’s strategy is centered around digital transformation leadership 
• Zain building strong information technology infrastructure for Kuwait  
• To deliver most advanced, cost-effective solutions to Zain’s enterprise customers

Zain Kuwait and Cisco are working together to build a new architecture based on 
routed optical networking to disrupt the way networks have been built for years 

WASHINGTON: Chat platforms like WhatsApp 
and Telegram have avoided being blocked by 
Russia-unlike some of the world’s biggest social net-
works-in a tenuous tolerance that experts warn 
could end suddenly. 

Years of tension between Moscow and US-
based Facebook and Twitter erupted into con-
frontation after the invasion of Ukraine, with the 
platforms targeting state-tied media and then find-
ing themselves restricted in Russia. YouTube, which 
has barred channels linked to Russian state media 
globally, was on Friday also facing a direct threat of 
being blocked after Russia’s media regulator, 
Roskomnadzor, accused the site’s owner Google of 
being “anti-Russian.” 

Messaging apps, however, have gotten a pass 
so far in part because Meta-owned WhatsApp is 
less suited for mass communication, while 
Telegram’s ability to blast information to large 
groups has made it useful both for independent 
media and the Kremlin. 

“I think it’s unlikely Russia will ban Telegram 
because they are so short on platforms where they 
can operate,” said Sergey Sanovich, a postdoctoral 
researcher at Princeton University, who noted that 
authorities in 2020 aborted efforts to block the 
service. Telegram, criticized as having a lax content 
policing policy, offers a forum for Russian authorities 
to promote narratives friendly to their internationally 
condemned war. Russia still operates accounts on 
platforms like Facebook, despite blocking the serv-
ice at home, but this week the Silicon Valley giant 
took down posts from Moscow’s pages that con-
tained misinformation about its deadly offensive. 

Telegram has become an essential exchange for 
news on the war, with its growth accelerating after 
the Kremlin’s latest crackdown on independent 

media and the lock-out of apps like Facebook and 
Instagram. An average of 2.5 million new users 
joined Telegram daily in the last three weeks, the 
firm said, about a 25 percent jump from the weeks 
prior. 

But experts highlighted a risk to Telegram and its 
users due to a lack of default, end-to-end encryp-
tion that potentially leaves the company susceptible 
to government pressure to turn over information. 

Alp Toker, director of web monitoring group 
NetBlocks, noted WhatsApp has put in place 
firestops that offer insulation against that sort of 
pressure. “By improving their security and adopting 
end-to-end encryption technology, they have essen-
tially protected their own platform from legal risk 
and potential demands for content access requests,” 
Toker added. 

WhatsApp’s use for one-on-one or group chats 
make it less of a target for Russian authorities for 
now, but that could change if it became known as a 
key platform for protests against the war. 

“Primarily, Roskomnadzor has been very con-
cerned about channels and news and ways of dis-
seminating information to large numbers of people, 
which WhatsApp and such are less good for,” said 
Eva Galperin, director of cybersecurity at Electronic 
Frontier Foundation. But Toker noted that the ques-
tion hasn’t reached a critical point yet for authorities, 
partly because it was social media platforms, many 
of them now blocked, that had played a key role in 
organizing. — AFP 

Last apps standing?:  
Telegram, WhatsApp  
duck Russia bans

MOSCOW: The Telegram messaging app has 
become a go-to platform since Russia’s invasion of 
Ukraine, despite concerns over its data security and 
defenses against misinformation. 

It has benefitted from the gap left by Russia’s 
blocking of Facebook and Instagram, offering a 
platform for mass messaging in a way similar to 
social media. 

The platform also provides one of the last windows 
on Russia, but also an open channel to the horrors 
facing an under siege Ukraine. “Our main hope is con-
nected with Telegram channel,” Galina Timchenko, 
director of the independent news site Meduza that 
Russia has moved to block, told the Committee to 
Protect Journalists. 

According to daily figures provided by Telegram, 
the app has been downloaded over 150 million times 
since the beginning of the year, with the official figure 
of half a billion active users dating back to January 
2021. Prior to Moscow’s invasion of Ukraine, Telegram 
benefitted from not using the same economic model of 
the big American platforms that generate revenue with 
data on their users. 

Downloads jumped in 2021 when a report from 
ProPublica investigative journalists claimed that 
Facebook teams were viewing messages sent via 
WhatsApp, contrary to company assurances. 

At the same time, Telegram has benefitted from 
the image of  i ts  creators , brothers Pavel  and 
Nikolai Durov, Russian citizens who left their home 
country in 2014. 

Under pressure from the authorities, Nikolai sold 
his stake in VK, which he had created, rather than 
hand over the personal data of activists to the govern-
ment. “Telegram is now a very nice revenge story, and 
we all love a good revenge story,” said Enrique Dans, 
a professor specializing in information systems at the 
IE Business School in Madrid. “Will that be enough to 
make Telegram the world’s favorite messaging app? 

That’s a whole lot to say. The app still has a lot of 
things to demonstrate in areas such as security, 
encryption and business model,” he added. While the 
platform run from Dubai claims to be secure, it does 
not encrypt messages by default, as does the Meta 
owned WhatsApp says it does. 

In addition, “Telegram’s profile has grown enor-
mously in recent weeks, and that has raised the stakes 
about the impact of misinformation on the platform, 
said Jamie MacEwan, a media analyst at Enders 
Analysis. Messaging platforms in general have long 
faced criticism over their capacity to combat misin-
formation. Contacted by AFP, Telegram said it 
employs “several hundred professional moderators to 
keep the platform safe for users”, a team that is “con-
stantly growing”. 

“Meta employs tens of thousands of moderators 
and huge problems still slip through the net,” said 
MacEwan, “It is unclear how much investment in mod-
eration Telegram can support on its current funding 
model.” The company’s model was fully funded by 
Pavel Durov until 2018, before raising $1.7 billion from 
investors, with the hope of launching its own cryp-
tocurrency and becoming an alternative to Visa and 
Mastercard. 

But the project fell through due to lack of regulato-
ry approval in the United States, and the company 
repaid most of the funds. Entirely free, Telegram start-
ed advertising last year, but with a reduced, highly 
regulated offering, and guaranteeing that it would not 
use users’ private data for targeting. 

In April 2021, the Russian business daily Vedomosti 
reported that the company was preparing to go public 
in 2023, and was aiming for a valuation of between 
$30 billion and $50 billion. — AFP 

Telegram booms  
as Russia’s digital  
landscape shrinks


